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The EQUALS Guide to the English Curriculum
Introduction to Supporting access for pupils working
towards Level 1 of the National Curriculum in English
It is strongly recommended that this Introduction be read and
studied before embarking on the schemes of work, since vital key
information is held here.
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Broad areas to be covered
This document is rooted in the belief that pupils with special
educational needs deserve an education of the highest standard. An
education that is mindful of the individuality of each pupil’s learning
difficulty and recognises the need for a multi-modal approach,
supported by a range of multi-sensory activities delivered over an
agreed timeframe.
The acquisition of core skills is essential to enhance the lives of
special needs children and young people; with English and its
component strands claiming centre stage. This document offers a
range of tried and tested examples of different genres and texts to
teach and develop these skills to pupils consistently working below
Level 1 of the National Curriculum. Examples provided have been
chosen following consideration of their age appropriateness. The
document builds on the framework and successes of the ‘Equals
Literacy Strategy’ and readers are encouraged to regard the ‘Guide’
as a ‘set of recipe cards’ that can be adapted, added to and
bespoked when developing medium and long-term plans.
The document suggests that:
For pupils working below age related expectations
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Non-fiction should cover such areas as:


Signs, labels, captions



Information – on different subjects for cross curricular work



Recounts, including recounting recent real incidents of note
that have occurred to the pupil(s)



Instructions



Reports



Letters



Explanations



Visits and events



Dictionaries



Posters



Glossaries/indexes.

Poetry should progress according to key stage, though not
necessarily in this strict order, through:


Nursery rhymes



Chants



Action rhymes



Repetitive patterns



Predictable structures



Call and Response



Poems on similar themes



Poems about different cultures



Shape poems



Humorous verse



Puns and riddles



Poems about feelings



Significant children’s poets e.g. Edward Lear.

Fiction genres should be graded according to age appropriateness
and cover:


Stories with patterned language



Repetitive patterns



Predictable structure



Familiar settings



Narration of personal interest fictions

For pupils working below age related expectations
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Narration of familiar short stories



Traditional stories – own and other cultures



Different stories by the same author



Significant children’s authors



Stories from other cultures



Language from a range of cultures



Books/stories on similar themes



Imaginative texts



Fantasy worlds



Myths and legends



Adventure stories



Books raising issues.

For ease of access, the document is divided into the key areas
noted in the new National Curriculum documentation of 2013/14.
That is:
Spoken Language and Communication


Speaking, listening, responding, discussing; poetry and
drama.

Reading


Word recognition, decoding/encoding, word structure and
spelling.



Comprehension; understanding and interpreting texts;
engaging and responding to texts.

Writing


Transcription; spelling and handwriting.



Composition; articulating ideas and structuring them in
communication and writing.

Spoken Language
The development and use of communication and language are at
the heart of young children's learning. Learning to listen and speak
emerges out of non-verbal communication, which includes body
language such as facial expression, eye contact, bending the head
to listen, hand gesture and taking turns. The ability to communicate
gives children the capacity to participate more fully in their society.
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P Scale Level P5 – Literacy Strands 1 and 2 – Poetry
Examples of Experiences and Activities
Learning
Objectives

Talk about a visit with
support of adults and
symbols.

Foundation Stage
The Wheels on the Bus

Give a solo performance.

Key Stage 3
Poems to Chant
Yellow Butter

Talk about a visit to a fair
or illuminations.

Talk about a visit to a
noisy place – airport,
farm, factory.

Describe items in
pictures of poem using
two key-words – red bus,
round wheels, big horn,
little baby.

Describe items in
pictures of poem hot
sausages, red lights,
sticky toothpaste.

Describe items in
pictures of poem big
drum, sad Eric.

Describe items in
pictures of poem one
boy, two girls, long hair,
short hair.

Interpret text by reading aloud with some variety in pace and emphasis.
Recite one line from
poem alone (with adult
support) during Call and
Response.

Recite line ‘all join in’
alone (with adult
support) during Call and
Response

For pupils working below age related expectations

Identify and name new
items and familiar ones
in poem.

Identify and name new
items and familiar ones
in poem.

Combine two words, signs
or symbols.

Put two symbols/words
together to talk about
pictures from the text.

Copy or imitate phrases
from the poem.
Recite phrase from
poem alone (with adult
support) during Call and
Response.

Experiment with and build new stores of words to communicate in different context.
Identify and name new
items and familiar ones
in poem.

Assessment
Outcomes

Talk about a picnic with
jam sandwiches.

Retell stories, ordering events using story language.

Sing song alone (with
adult support).

Name items from the
poem or in pictures.

Key Stage 2
All Join In

Tell stories and describe incidents from their own experience in an audible voice, or by using AAC aids
such as sign, symbol or a Voice Output Communication Aid (VOCA)
Talk about a ride on a
bus.

To combine two keywords, symbols or signs
to communicate an
understanding of familiar
texts.

Key Stage 1
Little Book of Poetry
I Like

Pupils use a vocabulary of
up to 50 words.

Identify and name new
items and familiar ones
in poem.
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P Scale Level P5 – Literacy Strands 1 and 2 – Poetry
Examples of Experiences and Activities
Learning
Objectives

To be able to express a
preference for a favourite
book, page or picture.

Foundation Stage
The Wheels on the Bus

Key Stage 1
Little Book of Poetry
I Like

Key Stage 2
All Join In

Key Stage 3
Poems to Chant
Yellow Butter

Listen with enjoyment and respond to stories, songs and other music, rhymes and poems and make up
their own stories, songs, rhymes and poems.
Choose favourite
rhyming song/chant from
a selection of books or
symbols.

Choose favourite poem
or rhyme from books or
symbols.

Choose favourite poem
or rhyme from books or
symbols.

Choose favourite poem
from anthology.

To use the content of
familiar texts to
participate in a variety of
comprehension activities
focusing on the main
theme, character, event,
emotion.

Sustain attentive listening, responding to what they have heard by relevant comments, questions or
actions.
Answer questions about
who is on the bus.

Answer questions about
what the poet likes.

Answer questions about
who has a tantrum, who
plays the drums etc.

Answer questions about
how you spread butter
and why you don’t speak
with your mouth full.

To respond to simple
questions about familiar
text using vocalisation,
gesture, symbols or
signing.

Ask questions for noun +
noun – bus wheels, car
wheels etc.
For noun + verb ‘Who
cries?’ – ‘babies cry’.

Ask questions for noun +
noun.

Ask questions for noun +
noun – girl and violin.

Ask questions for noun +
noun.

To communicate
understanding of heard
texts by answering
comprehension questions
about familiar texts.

Extend their vocabulary exploring the meanings and sounds of new words.
Answer yes, no
questions about text – ‘Is
it a bus?’, ‘Do the
Mummies chat?’

For pupils working below age related expectations

Answer yes, no
questions about text –
‘What did she like to
smell?, see?’ etc.

Answer simple who and
what questions. ‘Who
played the violin?’, ‘Who
went in the bin?’

Have a team quiz. Who
can answer the most
questions about poem?

Assessment
Outcomes

Demonstrated to adult the
desire to hear a particular
story or part of a story, by
any means.

Demonstrated
understanding of adult
questions by responding
appropriately to them.
Identified specific items in
a story on request.
Used very simple
spoken/signed answers to
questions about a story.
Answered questions using
signs, symbols or speech
about familiar text using
two key-words.
Expressed two concepts:
adjective + noun
verb + noun
noun + verb
noun + noun
Was able to use
information just heard in a
familiar text to answer
simple questions.
Answered yes or no to
questions about a familiar
text.
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P Scale Level P5 – Literacy Strands 1 and 2 – Poetry
Examples of Experiences and Activities
Learning
Objectives

Foundation Stage
The Wheels on the Bus

Key Stage 1
Little Book of Poetry
I Like

Key Stage 2
All Join In

Key Stage 3
Poems to Chant
Yellow Butter

Listen with sustained concentration, building new stores of words in different contexts.
To answer simple two key
word questions about the
text.

Follow a two key word
instruction where one of
the words is a familiar
name i.e. ‘Katie sit’ part of
a game.

Listen to own recording of
poem, a commercial CD
or DVD or a programme
from internet.

Use other stories poems
about buses or the
objects on the bus to
identify key-words.

Use other stories poems
about things people like
to identify key-words.

Use other stories poems
about noisy objects to
identify key-words.

Sing Mulberry bush
rhyme to get ready for
school, ‘John brush
teeth’, ‘Jane brush hair’,
‘Manjit eat toast’ etc.

Play game with musical
instruments – ‘John point
to the drum’, ‘Jane,
where is the violin?’ etc.

Time paired pupils
making a jam sandwich
– waiting for and
following instructions
‘John get bread’, ‘Jane
spread butter’ etc.

Listen to tapes or video and express views about how a story or information has been presented.
Listen to tape or CD of
‘Wheels on the bus’.

For pupils working below age related expectations

Watch and listen to Mr
Tumble nursery rhymes
signed.

Use CD or DVD of
poem.

Found similar objects in
other texts.

Use other stories
poems about food to
identify key-words.

Listen to and follow instructions accurately, asking for help and clarification if necessary.
Play on a role-play bus –
Give instructions ‘John
sit’, ‘Point to the bell’,
‘Where is the horn?’ etc.

Assessment
Outcomes

Use a commercial
programme or internet
for to listen to poems.

Followed one step
instructions containing two
key-words i.e. give book.
Followed instructions
containing two key-words
i.e. ‘Give me …’
‘Point to the …’
‘Put the …’
‘Where is …?’
Pupils listen to song, poem
or rhyme showing
enjoyment.
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P Scale Level P6
Learning
Objectives

Examples of Experiences and Activities
Foundation Stage

Key Stage 1

Key Stage 2

To copy and
reproduce
sounds.

Explore and experiment with sounds, words and text.

To identify initial
letter sound.

Link sounds to letters, naming and sounding letters of the alphabet.

Sound lotto – with four
pictures made by school
or purchased.

Musical corners – have
four sets of objects with
same initial letters. Have
an example for each four
sets. Play music to move
around to then when
music stops hold up 1/4
objects and children go
to the corner with the set
that begins with the
same initial letter.

For pupils working below age related expectations

Sound lotto – with
six pictures made
by school or
purchased.

Follow the sound – pass
a body percussion round
a circle e.g. clap, stamp,
clap. Ask does it sound
same at end.

Tony the train’s busy day
– use a train and
selection of objects
beginning with same
letter.

Silly soup – make silly
recipes for soup
ingredients that have
same initial letter – jam,
jelly, juice or banana,
bumble bee and biscuit.
Have objects for them to
choose and say –
emphasise same letter.

Key Stage 3

Follow the sound – pass a
body percussion round a
circle e.g. clap, stamp, clap.
Do sequences of two
sounds. Ask does it sound
same at end.

Play snap with rhyming
cards.

Assessment
Outcomes

Pupil makes an
appropriate
sound.

Pupil begins to
match sounds to
letters or groups
of letters.
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To extend some
sounds by
copying a model
and developing
it.

Use phonic knowledge to write simple regular words – (produce sounds).

To begin to
discriminate
between
different sounds
of the alphabet.

Introduce school phonic scheme. Daily or regular learning of phonic alphabet improving speed of recognition
and production to build into an ability to encode CVC words (synthetic phonics).

Finish the rhyme – stop
before the end of familiar
predictable rhymes for
child to add the rhyming
word.

Finish the rhyme – stop
before the end of
unfamiliar predictable
rhymes for child to add
the rhyming word.

Sound stories –
sequence pictures of the
sounds heard.

Rhyming pairs –
Pelmanism game with
rhyming picture cards.

To match letters
to simple words.
Match initial letters and
all letters of pupil’s
names on a name card.

For pupils working below age related expectations

Match all letters of their
own and other pupils’
names.

Match letters on
wordcards of school
reading scheme.

Match letters on
wordcards from the
Literacy book texts.

Pupil enjoys
rhyming and
rhythmic
activities.

Pupils
differentiate
between letters
and symbols.

They match
letters and short
words.
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Appropriate P7 level descriptor
Pupils show an interest in the activity of reading. They predict words, signs or symbols in narrative, e.g. when the adult stops reading, pupils fill
in the missing word. They distinguish between print or symbols and pictures in texts.
They recognise some letters of the alphabet.
Pupils group letters and leave spaces between them as though they are writing separate words.
They are aware of the sequence of letters, symbols and words, e.g. selecting and linking symbols together, writing their own names and one or
two other simple words correctly from memory.
EYFS
Linking sounds and letters: Continue a rhyming string.
Hear and say the initial sound in words and know which letters represent some of the sounds.
Reading: Understand the concept of a word.

For pupils working below age related expectations
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P Scale Level P7
Learning
Objectives

Explore and
copy sounds.

Examples of Experiences and Activities
Foundation Stage

Key Stage 2

Key Stage 3

Explore and experiment with sounds, words and text.

Animal sounds – match
instrument sounds to toy
animals.

Explore rhyme.

Key Stage 1

Target sounds –
when telling a story
children have to
make relevant given
sound when they
hear the target word
e.g. ‘train’ children
say ‘chchch’.

Assessment
Outcomes

Pupil is able to
identify and copy
sound.
Noisy neighbour 1–2
adults – one tells story of
noisy neighbour, other
adult makes the sounds
from behind a screen.
‘Noisy neighbour please
be quiet we are trying to
sleep’. Discuss noises
we like/don’t like.

Give me a sound – make a
sound and ask children was
it a long/loud/low/high
sound.

Link sounds to letters, naming and sounding letters of the alphabet.
Chain games – begin a
sound in a circle and
vary the pitch e.g. ‘Eee’,
next person repeats this
and adds some more of
same sound. Once chain
is broken begin a new
sound.

For pupils working below age related expectations

Rhyming puppets – use
silly rhyming names for
puppets – ‘Fizzy Wizzy
Lizzy is feeling sick and
dizzy’ and ‘Hob Tob Bob
has got a new job’.

I know a word game – I
know a word that rhymes
with cat and you put it on
your head.

Rhyming bingo – each
child has object or
picture for a rhyming
word. A bag is passed
round the group that has
pictures/objects to rhyme
with the children’s
different objects/pictures.
When an object comes
out of the bag and is
said pupils have to
identify if it sounds the
same as their object.
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